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Yesterday, Natasha Vizcarra (my girlfriend) and I proceeded to the airfield to rig my
recently acquired Schweizer SGS 1-35 (“ZT”) in preparation for my first cross-country
attempt in my “new” ship. My plan was to launch from Osceola, WI and go to Ames,
Iowa—as I had been trying for that goal for some time. After giving Natasha some initial
experience driving with the trailer attached (this was her first time crewing), we set about
rigging the glider. Don De Pree arrived around 10:30am—he was going to be driving
with Natasha and helping out with her first time crewing. The sky was blue, and while the
soaring forecast looked promising and the predicted winds were light, I wasn’t holding
out a great deal of expectation for the day.
A little after noon, Richard Weil launched in the Ka-7. I noted his launching time, and
decided it was time to pull the glider into position for launch. Might as well get up there
and see what the conditions are, first hand. As a secondary agenda, I had only 10 flights
in this new bird under my belt, and while starting to get comfortable with flaps-only
landings, I wanted more. Just before 1pm, I towed to 3,000 AGL, notched my barograph
with a quick dive, and headed towards where Richard was in the Ka-7. I wasn’t yet
finding lift, and he was thermaling. I caught his thermal, and within ½ hour, and at least
one more thermal, was gaining confidence that this was a good day. I started heading SE.
Cloud base was near 7,000 MSL, and I wanted to stay away from the Twin Cities air
space. Don De Pree radioed asking what was going on and I told them I was heading out
on course—towards Ames.
Don had suggested earlier that I keep my eyes on where the lift was developing. By the
time I was nearing highway 94, I was apprehensive about the cumulus to the South. It
looked sparse. On the other hand, cumulus were plentiful to the East. I radioed Don and
Natasha and told them of my change of plans—to head East, following highway 94.
Abbreviating much thermaling and dolphining, I kept flying near 94 until the intersection
of 94 and 29 at Eau Claire. Then, I followed 29. Lift was plentiful and I was comfortably
able to stay between 7,000 MSL and 5,000 MSL for most of the flight. I was pleased that
the 1-35 handled quite well when I took my hand off the stick to fold my map. (I was also
pleased that my map folding skills were improving!). I think it was near Withee and
Owen that I got down as low as 4,000 MSL but managed a climb to cloudbase—at 7,600
MSL. Cruising near cloudbase, I started heading for Wausau. I was starting to get tired (it
was about 6pm), and decided that I would land at or near Wausau.
Unfortunately, I wasn’t able to find much lift after that. I overflew a private strip
(Scherrico Meadows) but hadn’t quite gotten to an altitude where I was ready for landing.
Perhaps it was my map reading skills around that time, or perhaps it was my state of
fatigue. In either case, I’m glad that Don De Pree noted over the radio that the Mosinee
airport was tower controlled! I headed away from that direction and found a nice looking
farmer’s field running East-West. From my earlier observations during the day, the

surface winds appeared to be out of the East. I was about 2,000 AGL at that point, and I
committed to landing. It was nearing 7pm, and I had been in the air for most of 6 hours. It
was time to be on the ground. My second small mishap of the flight occurred when I
started my downwind to the East. As I was nearing the end of my ‘downwind’, I realized
I had observed that the winds were out of the East. Happily, I had hardly lost any altitude
in this inappropriate downwind leg, so I turned 180 degrees, and started my downwind
leg in earnest. There were a few relatively low looking trees to the West end of the field,
so my new flap skills were going to get a test. I turned a little earlier than I should have to
base leg, and so made my base leg more diagonal. I am not fully recalling if I put on my
initial landing flap setting on base leg or on final. However, I ended up with full landing
flaps (around 80 degrees) towards the end of final approach. I was keeping in mind both
Jim Hard’s admonition: “Don’t get low and slow!” and Bob Wander’s recommendation
for a convex shaped final glide slope. He recommended that flaps should be applied
incrementally towards positive settings only, and additional flaps should be applied only
when one is completely sure of making one’s aiming point.
Getting closer to the ground, I noticed there was a young crop in the field. I had not
intended to land in a crop. Ooops. I managed though to keep the glider between two
rows, and I think I avoided damage to the corn. Just before I rounded out, I wondered if I
was going to be able to stop before the end of the field. I think I had a little more airspeed
on than my intended 50 mph. It turned out to be no problem though. The field was around
1,100 feet in length (estimated from Google maps later; see figures below), and I think I
used about 600-800 feet of it in landing.
I quickly called my crew on the cell phone to tell them I was down, and then headed to
the nearby farmhouse to ask for directions. My experience so far has been that people are
very receptive to me landing in their fields. I approach them humbly, and they respond
with great hospitality. In this case, I was apprehensive in approaching the farmer because
his field had a crop. This flight was capped off by meeting very hospitable people at the
farm house. Robert, the owner of the farm, got on my cell phone and gave my crew final
directions to his farm. Once my crew arrived 20 minutes later, Robert used his tractor to
pull my glider to the edge of his field to a place where we could position the trailer to
derig. Robert, his daughter Jenny, and “the son in law” (Jenny’s words) then proceeded to
help me and my crew derig the glider.
We got the glider back in the box at sunset just when the mosquitoes were starting to
descend, and I gave Robert and Jenny certificates for a free glider flight with me at
RWSA (doing what I could to compensate for my landing in their field). The Green Mill
in Wausau, WI served up a meal for my crew and we headed home. With our 3am arrival
back to Osceola, perhaps I’ll take Jim Hard’s advice and opt for some triangle flights in
the future. Though, with hospitable people like Robert and Jenny, and the sheer adventure
of flying as far as I can and landing off field, I want to keep up that pursuit. (I also have
felt that returning to one’s starting field means that I haven’t gone anywhere!).
The flight duration was 6 hours 5 minutes, and some 148 statute miles. This was a
personal-best duration. My heartfelt thanks to Don and Natasha for crewing for me.
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